where w! _È'y) are the displacement components at the center of the subcell, and ¢!_gz), X! _z'r) and ¢!,,a7) are microvariables that characterize the linear dependence of the displacement
, on the local coordinates 5:__), 27), 5_('y). In eqn. (4) and the sequel, repeated Greek letters do not imply summation.
Note that due to the linearity of eqn. (4), static equilibrium of the material within the subcell (aflT) is ensured.
The components of the small strain tensor are given by 
The average strains in the composite are expressed as
The constitutive equation of the elastic-viscoplastic temperature-dependent material that occupies subcell (aft7) is expressed as a relationship between the averages of stress #_(_'_), total strain _ij;(_a_),inelastic strain ¢ij;l(aa_), and the thermal strain _T(_w) ----'-'ij^'(_a'_)AW''_ ( where (_(-_-_) ij is the coefficient of thermal expansion tensor, and AT is the temperature deviation T -Tn from a reference temperature Tn) , i.e.
0.(,_'_)
is the elastic stiffness tensor of the material. where "_'ijkg
The average stress in the composite is determined from 
Using eqn. (4) in (10) one obtains
Two similar equationswould result from the useof eqn. (4)in (11) and (12):
All field variables in eqn. (14) are evaluated at the center line x_ a) of the subcell (agO'), and at the center line x_ "-') of the subcell (_flO'), see Fig. 2 . In the final form of the displacement continuity relations it is required to evaluate all terms at a common location.
To this end, let x_ *) denote the location of the interface between subcell (aft'),) and the following one (Sfl'),). It follows that
In addition, the location of the center line x_ _ of the subcell (Silo') with respect to x_ I) Let F (_) be defined as:
where
Consequently, equations (19) can be rewritten as
A similar derivation based on eqns. (15) - (16) 
h!3") --1-e _Aw!"_") _ ,/,!°_3")) 
The three summations provide, respectively, that
for all o_, _ and 7, it follows by differentiation of eqns. (22), (23) and (24) with respect to xl , x2 and x3, respectively, that
Equations (31) Setting i = 1,2 and 3 in (34)-(36), respectively, we obtain N_t ,I _("_3") /3 = 1,..., Na 
summed over all fl, to (35) i.e., E E .ha(4 +
which are the desired continuum equations expressed in terms of subcell and average strains.
Similar operations give
EE o3", = ,.., 
T (_T(,,,) .,_T(NoN_N_))
E"s = ,..
5
The combination of equation (59) and (46) 
Consequently, in conjunction with eqn. and the composite inelastic strain tensor is defined as (69)
o=1 fl=l 7=1 and the average thermal strain tensor as
The 13=1 I]=2 13--3 13---4
"-Xa 
Pig.
2. The local coordinates, and locations of interface and centerlines of typical two neighboring subcells.
